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ABSTRACT

May 17, 1974
A device capable of exhibiting negative differential
electrical resistivity over a range of values of current
and voltage is formed by vapor-depositing a thin layer
of a material capable of exhibiting superconductivity
on an insulating substrate, establishing electrical connections at opposite ends of the deposited strip, and
cooling the alloy into its superconducting range. The
device will exhibit negative differential resistivity
when biased in the current-induced resistive state.
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SUPERCONDUCTIVE MICROSTRIP EXHIBITING
NEGATIVE DIFFERENTIAL RESISTIVITY
mKiTDjmiAi
«,c XI ™~. XI
CONTRACTUAL ORIGIN OF THE IKI
INVENTION

The known commercial utility of some of the above
devices suggests the possibility that there may be room
for
further development of negative differential resist a n c £ d e v i c e s as 0^ciliat0rs a n | ampiiflers in c o m p e t i .

The invention described herein was made in the 5 tion with tunnel diodes, Gunn-effect devices, and the
course of, or under, a contract with the UNITED
others listed. In addition, a superconducting device exSTATES ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION.
'
hibiting negative differential resistance has the added
possibility of providing a small or zero value of internal
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
impedance, thus increasing its utility as a power source
This invention relates to negative electrical resis- 10 at signal frequencies. Such a device has further utility
tance devices.
as a circuit element capable of operating at cryogenic
The term "negative resistance" is frequently applied
temperatures, to allow the placement of circuit eleto describe a phenomenon observed in certain devices
ments in the cryogenic environment for purposes of
in which a portion of the current-voltage characteristic
measurement and control.
exhibits a region of negative slope. Strictly speaking, 15 It is, therefore, an object of the present invention to
this phenomenon is better denoted negative differential
provide a new device exhibiting a region of negative
resistivity. The utility of a device exhibiting negative
differential electrical resistivity,
differential resistivity lies in the possibility of achieving
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
amplification or oscillation that represents conversion
of part of the energy of a biasing source into usable sig- 20 A microstrip of a material capable of exhibiting sunal energy. An early device exhibiting negative differperconductivity is deposited on an insulating substrate,
ential resistivity was the vacuum tetrode. Under condiElectrical connections at both ends of the microstrip
tions when the plate voltage of a tetrode is less than the
and operation of the device in a cryogenic temperature
screen voltage, both with respect to the cathode, the
range below the critical temperature of the alloy procharacteristic of plate current versus plate voltage ex- 25 vide a device that exhibits a negative differential resishibits a region of negative differential resistivity as a retivity over a range of parameter values in which the
suit of a secondary emission from the plate that opcurrent through the device is in the range of the curposes the direction of cathode current. This phenomerent-induced resistive state.
non was exploited in the so-called dynatron oscillator.
„ ^
„
In the solid-state era, one ofthe most frequently used 30
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
negative resistance devices is the tunnel diode. For a
FIGS. 1 and 2 are a side and a top view respectively
range of values of current through the diode, the deof an apparatus for the practice of the present invencrease in tunneling current is greater than the increase
tion.
FIGS. 3 and 4 are current-voltage characteristics of
in forward current through the diode and the net effect
is a region of negative differential resistance that has 3 5 an embodiment of the present invention,
been utilized in tunnel diode oscillators and amplifiers.
FIG. 5 is an electrical circuit diagram incorporating
Another useful negative resistance device is the Gunnan embodiment of the present invention.
effect diode which produces a negative differential reDESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
sistivity by propagation across the depletion region of
40
EMBODIMENT
a semiconductor of a narrow domain of high electric
fields. As stated, the common thread linking each of
FIGS. 1 and 2 are views of an apparatus for the practhese devices is a region in the current-voltage charactice of the present invention. In FIGS. 1 and 2, strip 10
teristic that exhibits a negative slope when the current
is a microstrip of a superconducting material that is vaand voltage references are chosen in the conventional
por-deposited on an insulating substrate 12 to a thicksense. The conventional sense of references choice of 4 5 ness of the order of 1 /nm. Two contact strips 14 cornreference is taken to describe a combination in which
prising thin films of lead are connected to strip 10, one
the conventional current enters the device in question
at each end. The width of the strip 10 is of the order of
at the positive voltage reference symbol. In each of
100 /nm. Each contact strip 14 is connected by solder
these devices, with the possible exception of the dyna16 to a lead 18. Shunt 19, a copper strap, is paralleled
tron oscillator, the total "resistance" of the device is 5 0 electrically to strip 10 to protect against thermal runpositive. The total "resistance" is the slope of the line
away. The dimensions of shunt 19 are chosen to projoining an operating point on a current-voltage plot
vide a conductance that is small compared with that of
with the origin of the plot. Thus, each of the devices in
strip 10 when superconducting, but large compared
question normally functions as a passive device in total, ^ with the conductance of strip 10 in the normal state,
although each is capable of appearing as an active deAll the items thus far described are in cryogenic enclovice in a range of variation of parameters about an opsure 20 and are maintained at a temperature slightly
erating point fixed in the region of negative differential
below the critical temperature of strip 10 by refrigeratresistance.
ing equipment 22. Feedthroughs 24 establish an electriVarious other devices exhibit regions of negative dif- 6 Q cal connection of leads 18 through and out of cryoferential resistivity over portions of their currentgenie enclosure 20. Two elements are shown in block
voltage characteristics. These include the unijunction
form connected electrically between the two leads 18
transistor, the backward diode, the four-layer diode or
outside cryogenic enclosure 20. The first of these is
p-n-p-n, the silicon-controlled rectifier, and the thybias source 26 which is necessary to maintain strip 10
ristor. Although each of these devices is normaally used 6 5 in the current-controlled resistive state. This is the rein a mode of operation that does not exploit its negative
gion of its current-voltage characteristic in which strip
differential resistivity, each has been used in some ap10 exhibits negative differential resistivity. Bias source
plications as a negative-resistance device.
26 supplies the current to fix an operating point in this
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state. Signal element 28 is also connected between the
gion of discontinuity 38 when the current was decreastwo leads 18 to provide for signal input and output.
ing. Transitions between the right-hand portion 40 and
Both bias source 26 and signal element 28 are shown
the left-hand portion 42 of the set of points in FIG. 4
separately in FIG. 1, but they may be combined entirely
also exhibit the negative slope associated with a negaor partly in their function, depending upon the circuit 5 tive differential resistivity. A current source driving a
application in which the negative resistance element is
current between 419 and 421.5 mA through this strip
used.
would thus serve to bias the strip in a region of negative
The thin-film devices exhibiting negative differential
differential resistivity. Such a source could equally as
resistivity that are disclosed herein operate in the curwell be set at a value near this range, or near 458.7 mA,
rent-induced resistive state of a superconducting strip. 10 to have a signal switch a device into or through a region
This state is characteristic of a superconducting mateof negative differential resistivity. The desired bias
rial in a thin film that is maintained below its critical
point for operation depends upon the specific circuit
temperature and that contains a combination of normal
application, i.e., oscillation, amplification, switching,
and superconducting domains within the superconducflip-flop, or the like.
ting material. This state exists in thin-film superconduc- 15 An electrical circuit utilizing the negative resistance
tors in a range of currents less than those that drive the
device of the instant invention is shown in FIG. 5. This
material to the normal state. The particular superconis a typical oscillator analogous to the tunnel-diode osductor used herein was an alloy of lead and bismuth at
cillator with the device of the present invention used as
a nominal bismuth concentration of 5 atomic percent.
the negative-resistance element. In FIG. 5 a parallel
This is a type-II superconductor. The concentration of 20 tuned circuit is formed by the parallel combination of
the elements described herein is not critical and the
capacitor 70 and inductor 72. The resistance 74 in setype of superconductor is not critical, as the currentries with inductor 72 represents the unavoidable series
induced resistive state has been observed in microstrips
resistance of a physical inductor. Negative resistance
of type-I superconductors such as lead and indium.
device 76 is connected across the parallel tuned circuit
An example of such a thin-film device was prepared 2 5 and the three elements are connected to resistor 78 and
by mixing high-purity lead and bismuth by melting
thence to voltage source 80. Resistor 78 and voltage,
them with an induction heater in an evacuated quartz
source 80 are selected to bias negative resistance detube. This alloy was kept above the melting point for 90
vice 76 in a range where it shows negative differential
minutes while it was agitated to mix the constituents.
resistivity. The objective is to select a value of negative
The quartz tube was then quenched with cold water to 3 0 differential resistivity that is less than the resistance of
provide an alloy for vacuum deposition. The insulating
resistor 74. In this way, the net differential or a-c resissubstrate was glass. Strips were deposited with an electance appearing across the terminals of the tuned cirtron gun system to a thickness less than 2 (xm, of the
cuit comprising capacitor 70 and inductor 72 can be
order of 1 /Am. An adjustable mask using razor blades
made a negative number. This will result in oscillation
at the edges served to define the edge of the strip to a 3 5 at a frequency determined by the parameters of the
width of 107 /xm. At the ends of the strip, approxituned circuit. An output at the oscillating frequency
mately 6 mm apart, lead-film sections 8 /xm thick and
can be taken either across capacitor 70 or by inductive
12 /xm wide were attached to provide points for soldercoupling to inductor 72 according to wellknown teching connection. The microstrip was protected against
niques.
destruction by thermal runaway by attaching a shunt ^
The phenomenon of negative differential resistivity
having a resistance of about 20 milliohms physically
exists in both type-I and type-II superconductors when
and electrically parallel to the strip. The effect of this
they are operated in the current-induced resistive state,
shunt is negligible in normal operation because its resisThe current-induced resistive state is a descriptive term
tance is at least two orders of magnitude larger than the
applied to the phenomenon observed in superconducresistance of the strip. Voltage was measured to a reso- 4 5 tors operated with high current densities at a temperalution of 10~2 microvolts with a potentiometer.
ture close to but below the critical temperature. In the
FIGS. 3 and 4 are current-voltage characteristics
material, this state appears to be associated with the
taken on a strip of lead-bismuth alloy at a temperature
generation of long channels of material switched out of
of 2.08°K. Each of the observed characteristics has
the superconducting state and into the normal state,
points taken as the current increased and as the current
These channels comprise arrays of tubes of magnetic
flux that move rapidly from an edge of the strip, moving
decreased. In FIG. 3 it can be seen that the region of
currents between 419 and 421.5 mA exhibits a continuperpendicular to the direction of average current flow
ous region having a negative slope. FIG. 4, on the other
in the strip. In the center of the strip each tube collides
hand, exhibits a region in which the voltage shows a rewith and annihilates a similar tube of magnetic flux
peatable discontinuous jump between 76.5 and 73.5
having the opposite sense that has originated at the opmicrovolts at a current of approximately 458.7 mA.
posite side of the strip. This complicated dynamic beReversibility of each of these phenomena is demonhavior within the strip produces an external electrical
strated in FIGS. 3 and 4 by points showing that the phecharacteristic that is stable in time but that has regions
nomena were observed both with increasing and with
of negative differential resistivity.
decreasing current. In FIG. 3, points 30 comprise
The embodiments of the invention in which an exclupoints taken when the current was increasing, while
sive property or privilege is claimed are defined as folpoints 32 were taken with decreasing current. The phelows:
nomenon of negative differential resistivity .is observed
1. A thin-film device exhibiting negative differential
at approximately the same magnitude whether the curelectrical resistivity comprising:
rent is increasing or decreasing. The same repeatability
an electrically insulating substrate;
occurs in FIG. 4, in which points 34 were taken with ina material capable of exhibiting superconductivity
creasing current and points 36 were taken about the redisposed in a thin film on the substrate;
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type-II superconductor.
a first terminal electrically connected to said material
5. The device of claim 1 wherein said material is an
at a first location;
alloy of lead and bismuth.
a second terminal electrically connected to said ma6. The device of claim 1 comprising in addition a
terial at a second location;
means for cooling said material into its superconduc- 5 conducting shunt connected electrically in parallel with
said material.
ting temperature range; and
a current supply coupled to said material for supply7. The device of claim 1 wherein said current supply
ing a predetermined value of electric current
is coupled to said material for supplying a predeterthrough said material to drive said material into a
mined value of electric current through said material to
current-induced resistive state, whereby the device 10 bias said material near a point in the current-induced
exhibits negative differential resistivity between
resistive state exhibiting negative differential resistivity.
said first and second terminals.
8. The device of claim 1 wherein said current supply
2. The device of claim 1 wherein said material is less
is coupled to said material for supplying a predeterthan 2 micrometers thick.
mined value of electric current through said material to
3. The device of claim 1 wherein said material is a 15 bias said material at a point in the current-induced retype-I superconductor.
sistive state exhibiting negative differential resistivity.
H< :(:
* sfc
4. The device of claim 1 wherein said material is a
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